
Course Description
The more the world changes, the more everything seems to stay the same but how do we 
explain and evaluate these changes?  For example, can the government help overcome the 
problems affecting society or is the government merely a necessary evil?  How do we weigh the 
importance of individual rights versus order and stability?  Or, what are the politics of identity 
and what role should they play in the government?

This course is not designed to provide you with the definitive answer to questions like these 
but, rather, to provide you with a general understanding of the factors likely to affect how 
different people will view these questions and the disparate solutions they will propose.  To do 
this our course is divided into four primary sections.  In the first section we will consider some 
basic concepts important for understanding all political ideologies: democracy, anarchism, and 
nationalism.  In the second and third sections we will look at four political ideologies that have 
played an important role shaping the events of the past two centuries.  The final section of the 
course will examine more recent movements in political ideologies.

Course Objectives
Upon successful completion of the course you will be able to:

•Define an ideology and realize that ideologies are dynamic, not static.
•Define and distinguish between ideological frameworks.
•Understand the difference and relationship between an ideology and a political party.
•Understand the historical conditions that gave rise to ideals and ideologies discussed.
•Determine which ideologies have been successful, which have failed, and why.
•Apply ideologies to current political issues.

Course Requirements
Overview 110 pts.  Discussion Forums (11 pts. Each)
 140 pts.  Hot Topics (4 at 35 pts. Each)
 300 pts.  Midterms (3 at 100 pts. Each)
 150 pts.  Final (Part 1: 50 pts.; Part 2: 100 pts.)
 700 pts.  Total
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Discussion Forums

There are ten discussion forum prompts in the course, one in each unit except the summary 
unit.  These discussions are intended to get you and the members of your small group thinking 
about the material and sharing your own views about the topics.  You will be graded on how 
well your contribution reflects an understanding of the course material.  Please do not expect to  
simply state your opinions and do well in these forums.  Each discussion is worth 11 points, or 
110 points total.

Hot Topics

Each unit in the course has one Hot Topic assignment that applies the unit’s concept to current 
political issues, and you must complete only four for this summer course. These projects take 
substantial work. To be successful, you should read all of the material for the unit and take the 
puzzle quiz prior to beginning the Hot Topic.  In grading your project, I will use the provided 
rubric--see Course Documents--to consider whether you met the requirements of the particular 
project description and whether or not your work demonstrates an understanding of the course 
content.  The Hot Topics are worth 35 points each, or 140 points total.

The Midterms

There are three Macro Issue Case Study, or MICS, assignments in the course that apply the 
concepts from the preceding units. Each MICS has a cumulative quiz that draws from the units 
covered and a written component in which you must explain your thinking or expand on your 
ideas.�In grading your project, I will use the provided rubric--see Course Documents--to 
consider whether you met the requirements of the particular project description and whether 
or not your work demonstrates an understanding of the course content.  Each MICS is worth 
100 points (50 for the cumulative quiz and 50 for the MICS’ written component), or 300 points 
total.

The Final

The final is a two-part project. The first part is a multiple-choice and true/false exam. The 
second part is an elaborate case study that will challenge your understanding of the concepts 
you have learned throughout the course. After completing the second part, you will be required 
to complete a written product that is 1-2 pages in length.�Throughout the course, prepare for 
the essay by keeping notes about the ways people use ideologies to make decisions. The final is 
worth 150 points total; 50 points from the quiz in the summary unit puzzle and 100 points for 
the write-up following the case study project.

Final Grades

Your final grade will be determined by adding up the total number of points you earned and 
dividing by the total points possible to obtain a percentage grade on a 100% scale.  Letter grades 
will be assigned using the following scale: A 93 and higher; A- 90-92.99; B+ 87-89.99; B 
83-86.99; B- 80-82.99; C+ 77-79.99; C 73-76.99; C- 70-72.99; D+ 67-69.99; D 63-66.99; D- 
60-62.99; F 59.99 and below.
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To be Successful in this Course:
Online courses can be quite challenging, but here are some general pointers to help you be a 
successful student in PSC 105 online.  Please keep in mind this is not an exhaustive list, and 
each of you will need to tailor how you approach the course to fit with how you do things best.

Read EVERYTHING carefully and thoroughly.  We do not meet in a classroom, which means 
that all instructions and feedback you receive are those written out in this syllabus or in the 
course site on Blackboard.  If you ask me a question that can be answered by simply reading the 
syllabus, my response will be to read the syllabus.  Instead, you should contact me after you 
have read everything if you still need something clarified.

Submit all of the assignments ON OR BEFORE the required date and time; that includes 
posting Discussion Forum responses in Blackboard.  For the purposes of our online course, you 
have until 11:59pm on the final day listed for each unit.  For example, your discussion forum 
posting for the democracy unit must be posted on Blackboard by 11:59pm on June 27.  All 
assignment dates are listed in the course schedule below and any changes will be announced on 
Blackboard in advance.  Late assignments will not be graded.

You will be doing a lot of writing in this course since everything takes place online.  Your 
writing must reflect the course materials and answer the required questions.  NOTHING 
replaces doing the reading, completing the newsstand elements, thinking through the questions 
at hand, and writing a thoughtful response.  If your writing is a quick rewriting of established 
sources as opposed to a thoughtful consideration of the course content, you will receive 
minimal credit for the assignment.  Your grade will reflect the completion and the quality of the 
assignments you turn in.

If you do additional research, you must cite your sources, preferably in APA style.  Additionally, 
the sources you use for your written assignments should be reliable and trustworthy.  To view a 
quick guide to APA formatting and a plagiarism guideline to reliable sources please visit: http://
library.uncg.edu/depts/ref/qil/styles.asp.

In the following weeks, you will spend a great deal of time in a small group sharing what you 
have seen and read, and building your written response to questions posed in the course.  
Everyone has a valid point of view.  You are expected to respect your peers and instructors by 
communicating often and in appropriate language.

Please let me know if you have questions or need additional information. The best way to reach 
me is via email since I check it often.  I will answer your questions as quickly as possible.

Student Conduct Code
The Academic Integrity Policy of UNCG is in effect in this class and all others at the University.  
I am committed to treating violations of this policy seriously and urge all students to become 
familiar with its terms set out at academicintegrity.uncg.edu.
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Required Textbook
Ball, Terence and Richard Dagger.  2011.  Political Ideologies and the Democratic Ideal.  8th 

Edition.  New York, NY: Pearson Longman. (a.k.a. Textbook)

Additionally, you are expected to read the newspaper and magazine articles, listen to the radio 
segments, and view the television programs that can be found in the course “newsstand,” which 
is in the Learning Area of Blackboard.  Other important material for the course can be found in 
the Course Documents section of Blackboard.

Course Schedule and Assignments
Unit Days Assignments

Welcome to PSC 105 24 June Icebreaker, Syllabus Quiz, Create Newsstand Account,
  Pick Hot Topic Assignments*

*These assignments are not graded but help lay the groundwork for the rest of the course.

1) Democracy 25-27 Discussion: People’s Democracy (Magazine)
  Learning Area Materials, Textbook Chapters 1, 2

2) Anarchism 28-29 Discussion: A Portrait of Anarchy (Magazine)
  Learning Area Materials

3) Nationalism 30-1  July Discussion: Nationalism (Newspaper)
  Hot Topic #1: Democracy, Anarchism, OR Nationalism
  Learning Area Materials

Midterm #1 2-4 MICS 1: Promoting Democracy
  Learning Area Materials

4) Liberalism 5-6 Discussion: How Much is Enough (Magazine)
  Learning Area Materials, Textbook Chapter 3

5) Conservatism 7-8  Discussion: The Religious Right (Magazine)
  Hot Topic #2: Liberalism OR Conservatism
  Learning Area Materials, Textbook Chapter 4

Midterm #2 9-11 MICS 2: Gay Marriage
  Learning Area Materials

6) Socialism 12-13 Discussion: Communism: A History (Newspaper)
  Learning Area Materials, Textbook Chapters 5, 6
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7) Fascism 14-15 Discussion: Cooking with Politics (Magazine)
  Hot Topic #3: Socialism and Communism OR Fascism
  Learning Area Materials, Textbook Chapter 7

Midterm #3 16-18 MICS 3: Socioeconomic Inequality
  Learning Area Materials

8) Liberation 19-20 Discussion: And Freedom for All (Newspaper)
  Learning Area Materials, Textbook Chapter 8

9) Green Ideology 21-22 Discussion: The Arrogance of Humanism (Newspaper)
  Learning Area Materials, Textbook Chapter 9

10) Radical Islamism 26-27 Discussion: Regional Retrospectives (Magazine)
  Hot Topic #4: Liberation, Green, OR Radical Islamism
  Learning Area Materials, Textbook Chapter 10

Summary & Final 27-29  July Summary Unit & Terror in the Arctic
  Learning Area Materials, Textbook Chapter 11
  Part 1 - Unit 11 Puzzle
  Part 2 - Comprehensive Case Study

Disclaimer: This syllabus is intended to provide an overview of the course.  You cannot claim 
any rights from it.  Although the information included within the syllabus should be a reliable 
guide for the course, scheduling and dates may change.  Official announcements are always 
those made on the Announcements page of the course site in Blackboard.
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